
National Crude Oil Spill Fate and Natural Attenuation 

Research Site.  Thirty years of science.

The Pinewood site near Bemidji



Pipeline Spills >10K gallons
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The Enbridge Pipeline System (formerly 

Lakehead Pipeline)

Liquids

Natural Gas

Natural Gas 

Distribution



Canada to Clearbrook, then Superior 

and East

• First line built in 1950; expansions over time.

• Pipe in Mn. diameters of 18” to 48”  

• Transports crude oil from western Canadian 

and North Dakota to Midwest markets.  and North Dakota to Midwest markets.  

• >2.0 Million barrels per day total – about 13% 

of the total U.S. crude oil imports)



August 20, 1979 Bemidji Pioneer







AugustAugust, 1979, 1979

Oil in spray zone

USGS slide, modified



Pipeline rupture site

Pipelines are ~3 m 

below land surface



Crude oil sprayed over large area

� Oil pooled in low 
lying areas 
(≈≈≈≈2,000 m2) and 
sprayed over 
area of 6,500 m2

Site of 

pipeline

rupture 1979

aerial

photo 

(USGS 
slide)

Oil spray

zone

area of 6,500 m2

to the southwest 
of the pipeline 
that became 
known as the 
‘spray zone’.



• Approximately 250,000 gallons lost

• Approximately 160,000 gallons recovered

• Pumping oil from ground and bog

• Excavations for disposal• Excavations for disposal

• Land treatment

• Test wells, Dr. Olaf Pfannkuch

• Vegetation burns

• Hydrostatic testing of the line



• Normal response for that time- pump, burn, 

dig.  Some degree of follow-up, but oil in 

subsurface left as unrecovered, or 

unrecoverable. unrecoverable. 

• Strategies have changed with time, with good 

and bad experience, and often with science.  

That’s why we are here.



Researchers Take Advantage of a 

Natural Laboratory

Dr. Olaf Pfannkuch (U of Mn) and Dr. Marc Hult

(USGS) began to research the site

Superfund and leaking tanks grabbed the Superfund and leaking tanks grabbed the 

MPCA’s attention in the 1980’s.  

Petroleum pipeline spills and big petroleum 

terminals not picked up by those programs.  

(we forgot about this one…)



Garfield Amoco “Ghost”

• An old pipeline break finds a well in 1991

• What other ghosts are lurking underground?

• MPCA went to the Pipelines and 104 big 

aboveground tank sites- let’s cooperate on aboveground tank sites- let’s cooperate on 

checking the old sites

• Sites that need a modern cleanup were 

separated from those where the risks are low



• Enbridge worked with MPCA on 2nd look and 

ranking of old sites

• Pinewood ID’d to need more work   

• Pump/treat system established to remove oil • Pump/treat system established to remove oil 

but reached diminishing returns

• Company stepped back, developed proposal 

to dig 



Renewed Remediation
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Can we do something better than just 

dig it out?

• Alternative to “Dig it out, fill it in, seed it”?  

• Excavation will destroy the  research, with 

questionable net environmental benefit/risk 

reductionreduction

• Enbridge, USGS, MPCA met- can we preserve 

research value while meeting environmental 

and business needs?   



Group Goals

• Confirm that contamination is not going 

anywhere (environmental protection need); 

• Assure that the research approach won’t be 

reversed next year with a cleanup demand reversed next year with a cleanup demand 

(Business need); 

• Preserve the USGS research value;

• Include the County as landowner and 

accommodating partner.



Agreements to grow the science and 

to reap the science

• Collaborative- 4 parties agree to cooperate

• Liability issues- residual contamination,  
response to any surprises, NRD settlement, response to any surprises, NRD settlement, 
ongoing safety

• Funding- Enbridge funding leveraging USGS 
and other funding for site management and 
research.  

• Site manager, annual grants to researchers, 
annual symposium







2012 Symposium Sessions
Welcome and opening remarks

How did the oil get into the ground, how 

did the national research site get off of 

the ground, and why is the science 

important?

Early USGS project design and research 

direction

Oil and contaminant transport research at 

the Bemidji, Minnesota crude oil spill site 

—historical perspectives



Evolution of the Bemidji north pool plume and oil over the last 30 years

What controls the rates of biodegradation in contaminant plumes?

Biodegradation in the vadose zone: What can we learn from measuring 
gases?

Temperature increases due to subsurface microbial activity

Bringing the lab into the field: using in situ approaches to measure 
biodegradation reactionsbiodegradation reactions

Is the north pool oil body stable or still spreading? – Testing a hypothesis

Using electrical geophysics to understand long term biodegradation of a 
mature oil spill

Spatial distribution of water repellency of soil at the Bemidji oil spill site; 
effects on vegetative growth and testing of a proposed remediation approach



Why does the science matter?

• Regulatory and cleanup programs must be 

based on science.

• To get the cleanup done right, the first time

• To minimize the damage done by cleanups• To minimize the damage done by cleanups

• Quicker, better, cheaper, surer



• Consultants, companies, regulators, contractors-

– What are you hearing that you can apply?

– What are your recalcitrant cleanup problems that 
could use some research?

• Researchers-

– What is the state of remediation? Understand the 
recalcitrant problems

– What gee-whiz thinking can be turned into fact in 
the field?



• http://mn.water.usgs.gov/projects/bemidji/


